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Magic Cake

Thank you!! Close View image. Add all ingredients to shopping list View your list. The name intrigued me at first. All Rights Reserved. Beat in milk



slowly. Serves: 9. Pour batter into the prepared baking dish. I usually print the recipe then go back thru the notes to write any hints down on the
printed copy, I got the recipe sat down went back looked at everything, Eg. I will make this over and over again--in fact I am making cupcakes
today. Course: Dessert. Rating: 5 stars. Grease and flour two 9 inch round cake pans or one 9x13 inch pan. Comments Hi Joanna, can I half the

recipe? Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 1. Moist, but not chocolatey Add eggs, coffee, buttermilk, oil and vanilla. Pour a simple flavored syrup the
professional baker's secret weapon! Everyone at the party the adults especially asked for the recipe. You can add some citrus zest as garnish to
really make the presentation stand out. The baking time can have a lot to do with how the layers turn out! For those who had problems with the

cake rising, I found this explanation of Dutch process cocoa which can make difference in the results: When it comes to baking, be sure to use the
type of cocoa specified in the recipe. Meh, I was a little disappointed because this was rated so highly. I am curious — what was the original

language of the discovered recipe? Using the simple, powerful message that turned Children Learn What They Live into an international bestseller
with over 1. It was a big hit! I had to click to see the recipe just to see why this cake is called magic cake, because there really is no such thing.
For a better shopping experience, please upgrade now. The brightness of the lemon really adds a gorgeous flavor to this already magical cake. I

wish there was a video with this, just so I could know exactly what the batter was supposed to look like before it went into the oven. I was glad to
see it on all recipes with all the different frosting ideas. Good basic recipe, but I wasn't blown away. Add to Wishlist. This will make it much easier!
Parenting by example. Serves: 9. Cake Magic! The rest I made as cupcakes. Cake, Adapting the Cake Magic! Full Nutrition. First off I must say

that I am not a baker, I can cook my but off, but baking can be a challenge sometimes because you can't easily add your own twist unless you
know the chemistry of baking, which I do not. Older Comments. Yeah let it cool in the pan for just a few minutes. All rights reserved. Your daily
values may be higher or lower depending on your calorie needs. All rights reserved. Older Comments. Thank you, I am gonna try to make it dairy
free with almond milk and oil. I used little, round, red candies for the eyes. One thing to make it taste better though is whipped cream or ice cream.
Close Share options. Nutrition Info. Otherwise a loaf pan might work. Pour batter into baking dish and bake for 40 to 70 minutes or until the top is
lightly golden and the cake is firm to the touch. Read More. Combine egg yolks and white sugar in another large bowl; beat with an electric mixer
until light and fluffy, about 2 minutes. Middle Eastern. Liliana Lee Grover. Magic Cake. I ended up cooking for approximately 50 minutes. I came

this far just put it in the oven. Excerpted by permission of Workman Publishing.
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I wish there was a video with this, just so I could know exactly what the batter was supposed to look like before it went into the oven. Jo Cooks
All rights reserved. Rating: 5 stars. Only addition I made was half unsweetened Almond milk and half whole milk. Separate the eggs and beat the
egg yolks with the sugar until light and fluffy. Answer: There are 8 fluid oz in a cup, however the weight of flour for 1 cup is 4. Cake Magic! The

top layer is very light and airy. Bake at degrees F degrees C for 30 to 40 minutes, or until toothpick inserted into center of cake comes out clean.
Looking for more recipes? Hey, can I replace milk with soy milk and if so can I use vanilla soy milk to give it more of a vanilla taste? In large bowl
combine flour, sugar, cocoa, baking soda, baking powder and salt. So at first sight you might think this cake is a lot of work where you make the
cake separately and the custard separately and you cut the cake in half and put custard in the middle and so on. This was super easy and quick to
make. I have used Pero in place of coffee and the satiny chocolate glaze is amazing Self rising flour is all purpose flour with baking powder and salt

added to it. You want to make sure the cake is completely cooled! Recipe Summary prep:. Those that are leavened with baking soda require
natural non-Dutch processed cocoa so that the alkalinity of the baking soda can neutralize the acidic cocoa. For those who had problems with the
cake rising, I found this explanation of Dutch process cocoa which can make difference in the results: When it comes to baking, be sure to use the
type of cocoa specified in the recipe. Magic Flan Cake. Stay tuned. Older Comments. Continues… Excerpted from "Cake Magic! Uh-oh, it looks

like your Internet Explorer is out of date. Learn how your comment data is processed. I had used two 9inch round pans. Recipe: Seven-Layer
Dobos Torte. I will definitely make this again Read More. I want to also thank you. Butterscotch Magic Cake. I am so happy to have you here,
and hope that you'll find your next favorite cake lurking among these recipes. Frost: Do a layer, then frost the rest. Recipes leavened with baking
powder require Dutch-process cocoa to maintain the neutral pH of both. Ingredients Decrease Serving 8. Pour batter into baking dish and bake
for 40 to 70 minutes or until the top is lightly golden. White cake with a custard-like middle. I would have loved more lemony flavour so will try
more lemon next time but am amazing! Some people have said that after 40 or 45 minutes the cake is done, so I really believe that each oven is

different. You can also subscribe without commenting. Hey, thank you so much for the recipe, I was just wondering can I use oil instead of butter?
Thank you!! Lydia Rose. I think individual servings could be very impressive on a dessert table. Excerpted by permission of Workman Publishing.
Although Cake Magic! Nuns Having Fun. Magic Cake — one simple thin batter, bake it and voila! Prep: 15 mins. What did you think about this

recipe?
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